
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

_______________________ off to its den?1. (he/drag/?)

Henry had not known he __________________, either; he was that kind of
a cook.
2.

(time)

Once more, the weapons _______________________.3. (uncover)

They knew they _____________________, although the men behind the
mirrors were invisible to the prisoners.
4.

(watch)

He understood that he ______________________ for a purpose, yet he
liked it.
5.

(flatter)

This distinguished gentleman ought perhaps to have suspected that a joke
___________________ upon his fears; but he was a landlord.
6.

(play)

While they __________________ he died, after having lost his sovereign's
favour.
7.

(make)

It was evident we ______________________ by a small force striving to
hold us there while the train made its escape.
8.

(detain)

The grinding of the stones prevented their hearing the talk, but they knew
that they _____________________ at.
9.

(laugh)

There was no time to exchange further words, for more women and
children _____________________ down.
10.

(lower)

When I recovered I found I ____________________ swiftly by two
savages, one at my shoulders and another at my feet, but my terror was so
great upon me that I dared not make a sound.

11.

(carry)

I had been greatly shocked when told the girl __________________ over
the mountains.
12.

(take)

Suppose you ____________________; you know what you'd do.13. (chase)
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It _____________________-or, at least that's what it must have figured.14.
(attack)

A few minutes later they ____________________ aboard the pursuit
ship.
15.

(haul)

It was only in the complete freedom of Dick that she would know that part
of her plan ______________________.
16.

(fulfill)

Congratulations ________________________ on all sides.17. (pronounce)

The penalty for bringing a child into the world ___________________ into
the street.
18.

(throw)

All the time that she was flying, however, she felt that she
____________________, and there was the strangest excitement and delight
in the sensation.

19.

(pursue)

Upon the top of flaming boards thousands of bodies
_____________________ to ashes.
20.

(reduce)
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